
 

 

 
 
Rusch Park Slab Playground 
April 18, 2019 Walk Through 
 

1. Are the swings to be kept? 
There is a potential to change the swings.  The District is open to removal of 
the swings with replacement of new swing units that are stand alone or 
connected to the main play feature. 

 
2. Swapping the belts swings for two of the younger swing units? 

Yes and open to ADA swings. 
 

3. The RFQ asks for slides to be placed with an East/West exposure? 
Yes, the slides should be facing East so as not to become extremely hot. 

 
4. Would the District be interested in a design without the center (between the 

two existing locations) being removed? 
No.  The center area will be removed and for a continuous play surface area. 

 
5. Is the District interested in enclosed Slides? 

For the higher slide portion yes, the lower portion no. 
 

6. Is the District interested in tunnels which would also be areas for hiding? 
The District is interested in play areas and slides with increased visibility. 

 
7. Is the District interested in movies and videos of the interior and exterior of 

the play equipment in our presentations? 
Yes 

 
8. Are the installation prices included in the $350,000 budget? 

Yes 
 

9. Is a performance bond required with the proposal? 
Yes 

 
10. Is the District making the decision on what to present to the community? 

Yes 
 

11. So the process will be submitting the proposal, narrow down choices and 
presenting to the community? 
Yes, submitting the proposal, community review to narrow choices, the 
presentations. 
 

12.  Will there be any presentations required? 
Finalists may be called in for presentations 



 

 

 
13. For the tall equipment will there be tree limb removal? 

Yes, the District will provide adequate tree limb removal but no tree removal. 
 

14. The District will be excavating the site deep enough for the engineered wood 
fiber? 
Yes 
 

15. Is temporary fencing something the playground manufactures provides? 
Yes. 
 

16.  Is the District open to a proposal that relocates the ADA Entrance? 
Yes 
 

17. Will the current ADA pour in place material be removed? 
Yes 

 
 


